Customized computed tomography-based boost volumes in breast-conserving therapy: use of three-dimensional histologic information for clinical target volume margins.
To determine the difference in size between computed tomography (CT)-based irradiated boost volumes and simulator-based irradiated volumes in patients treated with breast-conserving therapy and to analyze whether the use of anisotropic three-dimensional clinical target volume (CTV) margins using the histologically determined free resection margins allows for a significant reduction of the CT-based boost volumes. The CT data from 49 patients were used to delineate a planning target volume (PTV) with isotropic CTV margins and to delineate a PTV(sim) that mimicked the PTV as delineated in the era of conventional simulation. For 17 patients, a PTV with anisotropic CTV margins was defined by applying customized three-dimensional CTV margins, according to the free excision margins in six directions. Boost treatment plans consisted of conformal portals for the CT-based PTVs and rectangular fields for the PTV(sim). The irradiated volume (volume receiving > or =95% of the prescribed dose [V(95)]) for the PTV with isotropic CTV margins was 1.6 times greater than that for the PTV(sim): 228 cm(3) vs. 147 cm(3) (p < .001). For the 17 patients with a PTV with anisotropic CTV margins, the V(95) was similar to the V(95) for the PTV(sim) (190 cm(3) vs. 162 cm(3); p = NS). The main determinant for the irradiated volume was the size of the excision cavity (p < .001), which was mainly related to the interval between surgery and the planning CT scan (p = .029). CT-based PTVs with isotropic margins for the CTV yield much greater irradiated volumes than fluoroscopically based PTVs. Applying individualized anisotropic CTV margins allowed for a significant reduction of the irradiated boost volume.